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Abstract
By considering 5–dimensional cosmological models with a bulk filled with a pressureless scalar field; equiva-
lently dust matter, and a negative cosmological constant, we have found a regular instantonic solution which is
free from any singularity at the origin of the extra–coordinate. This instanton describes 5–dimensional asymp-
totically anti de Sitter wormhole, when the bulk has a topology R × S4. Compactified brane-world instantons
which are built up from such instantonic solution describe either a single brane or a string of branes. Their
analytical continuation to the pseudo–Riemannian metric can give rise to either 4-dimensional inflating branes
or solutions with the same dynamical behaviour for extra–dimension and branes, in addition to multitemporal
solutions. Dust brane-world models with arbitrary dimensions (D ≥ 5) as well as other spatial topologies are
also briefly discussed.
PACS number(s): 04.50.+h, 98.80.Hw
1 Introduction
Although higher dimensional cosmological models can be traced back to the first years of gravitation theory, the
idea has received a renewed great attention in the last few years, due to the publication of pioneering papers on
brane and extra-dimension models which shed light for the solution of fundamental physical problems including
the extra-dimension compactification and the hierarchy problem. Extra-dimensions can be compactified, as in
the standard Kaluza-Klein theory [1], or not, as was firstly suggested by Akama [2], Rubakov and Shaposhnikov
[3] and others [4]. While Akama [2] considered the universe as a four vortex-like object embedded in a 6–
dimensional flat space-time, Rubakov and Shaposhnikov proposed a model in (1+N)–dimensional Minkowski
space-time (N ≥ 4) where particles were confined in a potential well, flat on the usual three spatial dimensions
and narrow along the extra-dimensions. Gravity was later on included in 5–dimensional manifolds [4] in order
to trap particles near a 4–dimensional Lorentzian submanifolds.
More recently, a model was proposed [5] on (4+N)–dimensions with N ≥ 2, where the extra-dimensions are
compact and their size, R, is deduced by imposing that the usual Planck scale, MPl, is no longer a fundamental
scale and Planck scale in (4+N)–dimensions,MPl4+N , is of the order of the weak scaleMEW ,M
2
Pl =M
2+N
Pl4+N
RN .
This model can solve the hierarchy problem. In this framework the gravitons can propagate in the extra–
dimensions while the standard model fields are confined to a 4–dimensional submanifolds of thickness M−1EW in
the extra–dimensions.
Randall and Sundrum suggested a new approach to solve the hierarchy problem [6] by including just one
extra compact dimension. In their first model [6], inspired by string theory [7], they considered 5–dimensional
anti de Sitter (AdS) bulk with two branes with opposite tension; our universe is then placed on the brane with
negative tension where standard model particles are localized. In a second model [8], these authors placed the
universe in the brane with positive tension, in a non-compact background. In this framework, it is possible to
reproduce 4–dimensional general relativity even if the extra–dimension is non-compact [8], due to the existence
of a massless gravitational bound state of Kaluza-Klein (KK) modes which is the graviton of 4–dimensional
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world. While for the non-compact case, KK spectrum is continuous without a gap, for the compact case the
KK excitations are quantized.
Branes in the Randall-Sundrum models are 4–dimensional flat space-time and consequently, at least in
principle, they can not describe any inflationary universe. Nevertheless, as it was pointing out by Garriga and
Sasaki (GS) [9] it is still possible to construct an inflating brane, whose geometry corresponds to a 4–dimensional
de Sitter space, surrounded by a 5-dimensional AdS. The Euclidean version of this solution can be used for the
description of the creation of the universe from nothing. The GS model has a single normalized gravitational
bound state which corresponds to the massless graviton and separates by a gap from the massive KK modes.
Multi-brane-world models also exhibit 4–dimensional gravity localization at the branes. In particular, a
compact brane-world model consisting of three flat branes, two with positive tensions and an intermediate one
with negative tension, embedded in 5-dimensional AdS space-time has been also considered [10]. In this case,
the universe is placed in one of the positive tension branes. In addition, intersecting brane configurations [11],
crystal brane-world [12] and brane periodic configuration [13] have been investigated as well. The massless
gravitational bound state exists in all these models.
However, most of the above mentioned brane-world models have the shortcoming of either not including
creation of inflating branes or having a singular character for brane instantons. The main aim of the present
paper is to propose a set of singularity free 5–dimensional models which are able to produce inflating brane-
worlds. This can be achieved by considering matter in the bulk which we model by a scalar field. As we shall
see, such models should also induce localization of 4–dimensional gravity at the branes.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we derive a master equation (2.8) which describes
the behaviour of the scale factor of D–dimensional instantonic (after an analytic continuation to the Euclidean
region) solutions for a bulk filled with a scalar field, which is subjected to a perfect fluid state equation, and a
cosmological constant, ΛD. For D = 5, ΛD < 0 and spherical 4-dimensional sections, we obtain asymptotically
AdS wormhole when the bulk is filled with dust. Using this wormhole solution, in section 3, we construct compact
and non-compact brane-world instantons. In section 4, we describe the brane-world birth from nothing (the
Euclidean solution) performing an analytical continuation of the instantonic solution. In section 5, we analyze
the behaviour of the massless gravitational KK mode for the models constructed in the previous section. Finally,
in section 6, we summarize our results and discuss other dust brane-world models with arbitrary dimensions
(D ≥ 5) as well as other spatial topologies.
2 Multidimensional perfect fluid cosmology
Let us start our investigation of a multidimensional model with a cosmological constant, ΛD, and minimal scalar
field, ϕ, by writing down the action1:
S =
1
2κ2D
∫
dDX
√
|g(D)|
{
R[g(D)]− 2ΛD
}
(2.1)
+
∫
dDX
√
|g(D)|
{
−1
2
g(D)MN∂Mϕ∂Nϕ− V (ϕ)
}
+ SY GH ,
where κ2D is D–dimensional gravitational constant and SY GH the standard York-Gibbons-Hawking boundary
term [14]. The (D = 1 + d)–dimensional metric g(D) is taken to have the form
g(D) = g
(D)
MNdX
M ⊗ dXN = −e2γ(τ)dτ ⊗ dτ + e2β(τ)g(d)µν dxµ ⊗ dxν , (2.2)
with g(d) the metric of d-dimensional Einstein space: R[g(d)] = λd ≡ Rd, and in the case of constant curvature
space parameter λ is normalized as λ = k(d− 1), with k = ±1, 0.
Consistent with the metric ansatz (2.2), we suppose that the scalar field is also homogeneous: ϕ = ϕ(τ ).
For such a scalar field energy density and pressure are defined as:
T 00 = − 12e−2γ ϕ˙2 − V (ϕ) ≡ −ρ ,
T µµ =
1
2
e−2γ ϕ˙2 − V (ϕ) ≡ P , µ = 1, . . . , d ,
(2.3)
and supposed to satisfy the state equation:
P = (α− 1)ρ . (2.4)
The conservation equation TMN;M = 0 implies ρ = Aa
−4α where A is an arbitrary constant and a(τ ) := exp[β(τ )]
is a scale factor. This results in a inverse power-law for the scalar field potencial V in term of the scale factor
a = exp[β(τ )]; i.e. V = (1− α
2
)Aa−dα, whenever α > 0. Obviously, ad gives the volume of the Universe at any
hypersurface τ = const up to a spatial prefactor Vd =
∫
ddx
√
|g(d)|.
1Although the constant minimal scalar field is really equivalent to a cosmological term, it is convenient to single out an explicit
cosmological constant in the action.
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From the energodominant condition it is usually supposed that ρ ≥ 0 and −ρ ≤ P ≤ ρ, where the latter
condition (which results in 0 ≤ α ≤ 2) means that the speed of sound is less than the speed of light. For the aim
of generality we will not restrict ourselves to satisfy these conditions because at least the first of them can be
violated on the case of a scalar field . For example, α = 0 with ρ < 0 describes the case of a negative cosmological
constant. Depending on the values acquired by the parameter α, the scalar field can mimic different kinds of
matter. However, the state equation Eq. (2.4) constrains strongly the form of the potential. Below, we shall
get, as an example, the potential V (ϕ) corresponding to a dust-like state equation (α = 1). Additionally, it can
be shown [15] that Einstein equations for such scalar fields are equivalent to the Einstein equations for a perfect
fluid with action:
S =
Vd
κ2D
∫
dτ
[
1
2
e−γ+γ0d(1− d)β˙2 − eγ−γ0U
]
≡ Vd
κ2D
∫
dτL , (2.5)
in which we performed integration over spatial coordinates x, γ0 := dβ, overdot denotes differentiation with
respect to τ and we have introduced a ”potential energy”
U = e2γ0
(
−1
2
Rde
−2β +ΛD + κ
2
D ρ
)
. (2.6)
The constraint equation corresponding to the Lagrangian in Eq.(2.5) results in the following master equation:
∂L
∂γ
= 0 =⇒ 1
2
e−γ+γ0d(1− d)β˙2 + eγ−γ0U = 0 , (2.7)
which is exactly the 00–component of the Einstein equation. The function γ reflects the freedom for the choice
of different time gauges: γ = 0 is the proper time gauge, γ = γ0 is the harmonic time gauge [16] and γ = β is
the conformal time gauge. Thus, in the proper time gauge, Eq.(2.7) reads(
a˙
a
)2
+
Rd
d(d− 1)
1
a2
+
2
d(1− d)ΛD +
2
d(1− d)κ
2
DAa
−αd = 0 . (2.8)
We will concentrate mainly on 5–dimensional brane-world models with AdS bulk: D = 5, ΛD = Λ5 ≡
−|Λ5| < 0. The scalar curvature Rd can be an arbitrary constant but we shall consider the particular case of
constant curvature 4-D space Rd = 12k, restricting mainly to the positive curvature with k = +1. For these
parameters Eq.(2.8) becomes
(a˙)2 + k + Λa2 − A¯2 a−4α+2 = 0 , (2.9)
where for simplicity we have introduced the following notation: |Λ5|/6 ≡ Λ and (1/6)κ25A ≡ A¯2. Some of
the particular values α are of special interest because they correspond to important types of matter. For
example, in 5–D space-time2 α = 5/4 describes radiation, α = 1 corresponds to dust (0–D objects), α = 3/4
represents cosmic strings (1–D objects), α = 1/2 describes domain walls (2–D objects), α = 1/4 corresponds
to hyperdomain walls (3–D objects) and α = 0 represents vacuum (which can be in some sense considered as a
4–D object).
Now, as we want to construct 5–D brane-world models, we perform the Wick rotation to Euclidean ”time”
r : τ → −ir. Where r is to be considered as an extra spatial coordinate orthogonal to 4–D branes, i.e., now
hypersurfaces at r = const. Then, in proper ”time” gauge, metric (2.2) is
g(5) = dr ⊗ dr + a2(r)g(4) (2.10)
and the Euclidean version of Eq.(2.9) reads
(a˙)2 − k − Λa2 + A¯2 a−4α+2 = 0 . (2.11)
Solutions of this equation describe 5–D instantons which can be used to construct brane-world models. Obvi-
ously, the precise form of the resulting instantons depends on the type of perfect fluid we use, i.e., on the choice
of the parameter α. The vacuum case α = 0 (which here corresponds to a simple redefinition of the cosmological
constant: ΛD + κ
2
DA→ ΛD) was considered in paper [9] for positive curvature k = +1 with solution
a(r) = l sinh(r/l) , (2.12)
where l :=
√
Λ−1 is the AdS radius.
In the present paper we investigate the case of a pressureless scalar field, i.e. with a dust-like state equation
(α = 1), and k = +1. For this particular case the solution of Eq.(2.11) reads:
a(r) =
l√
2
(√
b cosh
2r
l
− 1
)1/2
, −∞ < r < +∞ , (2.13)
2See e.g. [17] and references therein for the discussion of the equations of state for different kinds of cosmic defects in usual 4–D
universe. In these references a regime where the number of defects per co-moving volume is a constant is considered.
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where b := 1+4ΛA¯2. It can be easily seen that this solution is reduced to (2.12) in the limit: A¯2 → 0 =⇒ b→ 1.
Metric (2.10) with solution (2.13) is non-singular and describes a wormhole (the integration constant being taken
in such a way that r = 0 corresponds to the wormhole throat). Having the solution (2.13), we can restore the
dust-like scalar field potential following the procedure described in [15]. It yields (in the Euclidean region):
V (ϕ) =
2A
l4
(
√
b− 1) tanh2 (ϕ¯)−√b− 1
(
√
b− 1)2 tanh2 (ϕ¯) + (
√
b+ 1)2
, (2.14)
where ϕ¯ ≡ (l/2)
√
b− 1/Aϕ and runs from −arctanh
[√
b− 1/(
√
b− 1)
]
to arctanh
[√
b− 1/(
√
b− 1)
]
.
It is useful to present solution (2.13) in the conformal ”time” gauge: dr = ±adη. It can be easily seen that
a(η) = l b1/4 ds (b1/4|η|) , 0 ≤ b1/4|η| ≤ 2K(m) , (2.15)
satisfies the corresponding equation (
da
dη
)2
− a2 − Λa4 + A¯2 = 0 . (2.16)
Function dsu ≡ ds (u|m) (with m = (b1/2 +1)/2b1/2 ) is a Jacobian elliptic function and K(m) is the complete
elliptic integral of the first kind [18]. For each of the sign of η, there is an one–one correspondence between
solution (2.15) and wormhole (2.13). Indeed, coordinates r and η are connected with each other by :
b1/4 |η| = F (φ |m ) = u ⇐⇒ sn b1/4|η| = 1
cosh r/l
, (2.17)
where φ := arcsin(1/ cosh(r/l)), sn u ≡ sn (u|m) is a Jacobian Elliptic function and F (φ |m ) is the incomplete
elliptic integral of the first kind. In the limit A¯2 → 0 =⇒ m → 1 , solution (2.15) tends to a(η) → l/ sinh |η|,
which, in fact, is solution (2.12) expressed in the conformal ”time” gauge.
3 Brane-world instantons
In this section, we use solutions (2.13) and (2.15) to construct brane-world instantons. This can be performed
by excising regions with r > L for two identical wormholes (2.13) and gluing the remaining two copies along
the two 4-spheres at r = L. The obtained instanton can be described by the following piecewise continuous
function:
a(r) =

l√
2
[√
b cosh
(
2r
l
)− 1]1/2 , −∞ < r ≤ L
l√
2
[√
b cosh
(
2(2L−r)
l
)
− 1
]1/2
, L ≤ r < +∞
(3.1)
This function is continuous but not smooth at the gluing ”point” r = L. Due to the Lanczos-Israel junction
condition, this results in the appearance of a 4–D spherical brane at r = L, with a tension:
T (r = L) =
1
κ25
3
4
K̂(L) =
6
κ25l
sinh(L/l) cosh(L/l)
sinh2(L/l) +m1
> 0 , (3.2)
where m1 = 1 − m , K̂(L) ≡ K(L+) − K(L−), and K(L) = −4a−1(da/dr)r=L is the trace of the extrinsic
curvature for the case of 5–D metric (2.10).
Instantonic solution (3.1) is non-compact: the scale factor a(r) goes to∞ when r → ±∞, and cannot be used
for the description of the brane-world birth from ”nothing” (from the Euclidean region) because the probability
of it in this case is equal to zero. On the other hand, as we shall see below, the bound state of the spin–2
gravitational perturbations (corresponding to the Newtonian gravity on the brane) is proportional to a3/2 and
is divergent when a → ∞. However, we can compactify this instanton identifying points corresponding to the
throats at r = 0↔ r = 2L. It changes the topology along the extra dimension from R to S1. Now, the range of
the variation of r is the interval [0, 2L]. Since the geometry is smoothly glued at these points, such procedure
does not lead to the appearance of new branes3.
This procedure for the construction of the brane-world instanton can be easily generalized to the case of
an arbitrary number of parallel branes by gluing one-brane manifolds at throats and identifying the two final
3Instanton (3.1) can also be compactified by additional cutting at distances △r = L1 < L from the two sides of the brane, gluing
then along these two cuts. Geometry is not smoothly matched at this surface which results in a new negative tension brane. However,
in our paper we will not consider such a compact instanton because the first one, with the wormhole throat identification, seems to us
more elegant and it leaves a possibility for 5–D baby-universe nucleation at the throat.
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opposite throats. For example, in the case of n branes, located at the distances r = Li , i = 1, . . . , n from
throats, this instanton can be described by the following piecewise continuous function:
a(r) =
n+1∑
i=1
ai(r)θi(r) , 0 ≤ r ≤ 2
n∑
i=1
Li , (3.3)
ai(r) =
l√
2
[√
b cosh
(
2(2
∑i−1
k=1 Lk − r)
l
)
− 1
]1/2
, Li−1 + 2
i−2∑
k=1
Lk ≤ r ≤ Li + 2
i−1∑
k=1
Lk ,
where L0 ≡ Ln+1 ≡ 0 and
θi(r) = η˜(r − ri−1)− η˜(r − ri) =
{
0 , r < ri−1
1 , ri−1 ≤ r < ri
0 , r ≥ ri
(3.4)
are piecewise discontinuous functions, with η˜(r− ri) being the usual step function4 equal to zero for r < ri and
becoming unity for r ≥ ri. We have redefined the coordinate r in such a way to cover the range of variable for our
solution by one coordinate chart. In this case the i-th brane has coordinate r = ri = Li+2
∑i−1
k=1 Lk , i = 1, . . . , n
and the i-th throat is located at r = r(th)i = 2
∑i−1
k=1 Lk , i = 1, . . . , n + 1. ”Points” r = r0 ≡ r(th)1 = 0 and
r = rn+1 ≡ r(th)n+1 = 2
∑n
i=1 Li are identified with each other due to S
1-symmetry. Thus, metric (2.10) with
scale factor (3.3) describes a 5–D compact instanton with n parallel branes transversal to coordinate r (see
figure 1). Each of these branes has a tension given by Eq.(3.2) with the evident substitution L → Li for the
i-th (i=1,. . . ,n) brane.
The similar procedure for construction of brane-world instanton can be performed in the conformal gauge.
For example, one-brane instanton can be obtained from the solution (2.15) if we take two wormholes with η ≶ 0
and n = 0, cut them at |η| = η0 < b−1/4K(m), excise regions |η| < η0 and glue them along this cut. The
obtained brane-world instanton is:
a(η) = l b1/4 ds
[
b1/4(|η|+ η0)
]
, (3.5)
where we redefined the coordinate η in such a way ( |η|old → |η|new + η0 ) to cover this instanton by one
coordinate chart. Here, 0 ≤ b1/4|η| ≤ 2K(m)− b1/4η0 and 0 ≤ b1/4|η| ≤ K(m)− b1/4η0 (with the identification
−b−1/4K(m) + η0 ↔ b−1/4K(m) − η0) correspond respectively to non-compact and compact instantons with
brane at η = 0 and tension
T (η = 0) =
6
κ25l
√
1− sn2 (b1/4η0)
1−m sn2 (b1/4η0) > 0 , (3.6)
which coincides with Eq.(3.2) if η = η0 and r = L are connected by formula (2.17).
4 Brane-world birth from ”nothing”
In this section we investigate the possibility for the creation of brane worlds from ”nothing”. To be more precise,
we interpret the brane-world instantons described in section 3 as a semiclassical paths for the quantum tunneling
from the Euclidean region (”nothing”).
Euclidean metric (2.10) was obtained from the Lorentzian one by the Wick rotation τ → −ir. For the
compact solutions of section 3 this Euclidean metric describes the compact 5–D brane-world instantons. It
is clear that back Wick rotation r → iτ will destroy these branes leaving, instead of the brane, a solution
corresponding to 5–D baby universe branching off from the wormhole throats at r = 0. This baby universe
represents 5–D FRW-like universe filled with dust and a negative cosmological constant. It has a maximum
at time corresponding to the wormhole throat and bounces from a minimum occurring when the scale factor
equals to zero (usual FRW-type singularity). However, there is a possibility for the analytical continuation to
the Lorentzian space-time which preserves branes. As it was pointed out in paper [9], it can be done for the
case when 4–D positive curvature metric g(4) in Eq.(2.10) is the metric of a 4–sphere:
ds2E = dr
2 + a2(r)(dχ2 + sin2 χdΩ2(3)) . (4.1)
Then, the analytic continuation of the azimuthal coordinate χ:
χ −→ iHt+ pi
2
, (4.2)
4 We put a tilde above it to distinguish from the conformal time η. Obviously, θ pi = θi , p > 0 ; θi θj = 0 , i 6= j =⇒ a
p =∑n
i=1 a
p
i θi , ∀p and θ
′
i = δ(r − ri−1)− δ(r − ri).
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results in a Lorentzian metric with evolving branes:
ds2L = dr
2 +H2a2(r)(−dt2 + 1
H2
cosh2Ht dΩ2(3)) . (4.3)
Here, parameter H is chosen in such a way that t describes the proper time on the brane. For example, in the
one-brane-case (3.1):
Ha(r)|r=L = 1 =⇒ H =
1
a(L)
=
√
2
l
(√
b cosh
2L
l
− 1
)−1/2
. (4.4)
The compact version of solution (3.1) describes a 4–D spherical brane of radius a(L) = H−1 enclosing 5–D space
with frozen dust ( equivalently, frozen pressureless scalar field) and negative cosmological constant (AdS bulk).
The south pole of the 4–D sphere with the azimuth coordinate χ = 0 can be treated as ”nothing”. The birth
of the brane-world takes place at the time t = 0 which corresponds in the Euclidean region to χ = pi/2 (the
equator of the 4–D sphere) where the sections χ = const of the 4–D sphere reach their maximum with radius
H−1. After birth, the brane represents an evolving 3–D sphere with initial radius H−1. More precisely, it is an
inflating de Sitter space with the Hubble constant H (see figure 2).
In the case of n branes described by expression (3.3), we can introduce for each of the coordinate patches
between the throats r(th)i ≤ r ≤ r(th)i+1 the following transformation:
χ −→ iHiti + pi
2
, (4.5)
where
Hi =
1
a(ri)
(4.6)
and ri ∈ [r(th)i, r(th)i+1] is the position of the i-th brane (i = 1, . . . , n). After this continuation, the Lorentzian
metric is:
ds2L = dr
2 +H2i a
2(r)(−dt2i + 1
H2i
cosh2Hiti dΩ
2
(3)) , (4.7)
where coordinates ti are glued to each other at the throats:
ti =
ai
aj
tj . (4.8)
Thus, each of n branes at r = ri represents a de Sitter space with its own proper time ti and own Hubble
constant Hi.
To conclude this section, we would like shortly comment some alternative possibilities of the analytic con-
tinuation. As we have noted before, the analytical continuation r → iτ leads to the creation of a 5–D baby
universe with scale factor,
a(τ ) =
l√
2
(√
b cos
2τ
l
− 1
)1/2
, 0 ≤ τ ≤ l
2
arccos
1√
b
. (4.9)
From this model we can actually construct a spherical 3–D brane by using a similar procedure to that we
have described in section 3; that is excising regions with χ > L < pi for two identical 4-sphere and gluing the
remaining two copies along 3–spheres χ = L. The brane-world model in this case is described by the metric:
ds2L = −dτ 2 + a2(τ )(dχ2 + a2(χ) dΩ2(3)) , (4.10)
where the scale factor a(τ ) is defined by Eq.(4.9) and the scale factor a(χ) reads
a(χ) =
{
sinχ , 0 ≤ χ ≤ L < pi
sin(2L− χ) , L ≤ χ ≤ 2L (4.11)
In this model, both the additional space as well as 3–D brane have the same dynamical behaviour which is
described by Eq.(4.9).
We turn finally to another interesting possibility consisting in the simultaneous analytic continuation in two
directions: χ→ it+ pi/2 and r → iτ . It results in a metric:
ds2L = −dτ 2 + a2(τ )(−dt2 + cosh2 t dΩ2(3)) , (4.12)
which describes a multidimensional/multitemporal solution of the Einstein equations. Relative to time τ we
have the FRW-type universe (4.9) and with respect to time t we obtain the de Sitter universe with the Hubble
constant H = 1. The number of spatial coordinates here is equal to usual three. In the present paper we shall
not investigate in detail solutions (4.10) and (4.12) postponing their study for future work.
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5 Volcano and multi-Volcano potentials
In this section we will discuss briefly the localization of gravity at the branes described above. It is well
known for metrics of the form (2.2) and (2.10), rewritten in the conformal time gauge, that if tensor metric
perturbations δgMN(X) = hMN (η, x) is taken in the gauge: hηη = hηµ = h
µ
µ = h
µν
;ν = 0 (where the semicolon
denotes a covariant derivative with respect to d–dimensional metric g
(d)
µν (x)) and is normalized and factorized
as hµν(η, x) = a
−(d−5)/2(η)ψ(η)hˆµν(x), then the radial profile of the perturbations satisfies a Schro¨dinger-like
equation [8] (
− d
2
dη2
+ V (η)
)
ψ(η) =M2ψ(η) , (5.1)
in which V (η) is the so-called ”volcano” potential
V (η) =
(
d2
dη2
a
d−1
2
)/
a
d−1
2 , (5.2)
andM defines a mass spectrum of spin–2 perturbations hˆµν(x) moving in the d–dimensional background metric
g
(d)
µν (x). If the spectrum of mass starts from M = 0, then a state corresponding to this value of M describes
usual 4–dimensional (for d = 4) massless gravitons responsible for the standard Newtonian gravity.
It can be seen that for M = 0 the trivial solution of Eq.(5.1) is
ψ ∝ a d−12 . (5.3)
Thus, if the scale factor a has maxima at branes, this zero-mode state is localized at the branes. On the other
hand, if the shape of the volcano potential is such that it suppresses the Kaluza–Klein modes with M > 0 at
the branes by the wings of the potential, then the massless graviton gives the main contribution to gravity on
the brane and effectively we have the Newtonian gravitation here. Moreover, to have a well defined effective
gravitation on branes, it is desirable to have a mass spectrum where the massless graviton is well separated by
a mass gap from other massive Kaluza–Klein modes [13]. This is precisely the general situation that we have
in the present paper for compact models. Indeed, in the case of the compact n-brane model described by (3.3)
the radial profile reads:
ψ ∝ a3/2(r) =
n+1∑
i=1
a
3/2
i (r) θi(r) , (5.4)
where we used the properties of the θ–function (see footnote 4). This formula shows that the massless graviton
(zero-mode) is localized on each of the branes as they approaches their local maximum at the branes.
The volcano potential (5.2) for this model can be written as follows
V = a−3/2
d2
dη2
a3/2 = a−3/2
(
a
da
dr
d
dr
a3/2 + a2
d2
dr2
a3/2
)
=
n+1∑
i=1
V i(r)θi(r)− 16
3
κ25
n∑
i=1
a2iT (r)δ(r− ri) , (5.5)
where
V i(r) =
15
4
√
b cosh2(r − 2
i−1∑
k=1
Lk)/l
sinh2(r − 2∑i−1k=1 Lk)/l + (4/5)m1
sinh2(r − 2∑i−1k=1 Lk)/l +m1 − 32
√
b . (5.6)
Here, we used the expressions (3.3) and (3.4) for the functions ai and θi and the tension T (ri) has the form of
Eq.(3.2) with the replacement L → Li , i = 1, . . . , n. It can be seen that, at the throats, the potential (5.5)
reaches its minima V (r)|r(th)i , i = 1, . . . , n :
V (r)|r(th)i ≡ Vth =
{
(3/2)
√
b , b 6= 1
9/4 , b = 1
(5.7)
and, at the branes, achieves its local maxima:
V(br)i =
15
4
√
b cosh2(Li/l)
sinh2(Li/l) + (4/5)m1
sinh2(Li/l) +m1
− 3
2
√
b , i = 1, . . . , n , (5.8)
which tend to (15/4) cosh2(Li/l) − 3/2 in the limit b → 1, corresponding to the vacuum case (2.12). Two
different values of the minimum expressed in Eq. (5.7) result from the two different asymptotic behaviours of
the function cd (u|m) → 0/√1−m when u → K(m). Hence, this fraction equals to 0 if m 6= 1 and goes to 1
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when m→ 1. The second value of Eq. (5.7) V1 = 9/4 was obtained in [9] for model (2.12). Thus, Kaluza–Klein
modes starts at
M =
√
Vth , (5.9)
and this mass gap separates the zero-mode from other massive Kaluza–Klein modes5. It is obvious that the
spectrum of the Kaluza–Klein modes is discrete for the compact models.
Thus, in the n-brane case, potential (5.5) has the form of a string (closed string for compact models) of
volcano potentials (see figure 3) and can be named as ”multi-Volcano potential”. Obviously, this form of the
potential entails suppression of the massive Kaluza-Klein modes at the branes.
To conclude this section, we would like to remark an interesting possibility arising from the special form
of the multi-Volcano potential with periodic structure. In this case we obtain a band structure for the mass
spectrum of the Kaluza-Klein modes and only masses from these bands are allowed to exist (see e.g. [13]). This
would give rise to separation between the zero-mode and the massive Kaluza–Klein modes even larger than
those induced by the mass gap (5.9).
6 Conclusions
In this paper we have considered in some detail 5–dimensional cosmological models corresponding to the case
of a bulk filled with a pressureless scalar field, or equivalently by dust, and a cosmological constant. Special
attention has been given to the case of a negative cosmological constant in a bulk with the spatial geometry of a
four-sphere. For this model, we have found an asymptotically AdS wormhole instantonic solution. Brane-world
instantons with a single 4–D spherical brane as well as with a string of such concentric branes can then be built
up by using a cutting and gluing procedure. We have been able to obtain regular solutions which are free from
any singularities at the origin of extra coordinates, and can be compactified so that the asymptotic divergences
of the scale factor are prevented. Zero-mode massless gravitons are shown to be localized on these 4–D branes,
so allowing such branes to nest Newtonian gravity. Analytical continuation from the brane instantonic metric
to the Lorentzian regime leads to de Sitter 4–dimensional inflating branes. After birth of the inflating brane
world from ”nothing”, the perfect fluid (dust) remains frozen: it is contained in the bulk but not on the brane.
Here, inflation has pure geometrical origin: the Hubble constant of the inflating brane world is defined by the
inverse radius of the Euclidean 4–D spherical brane.
Other brane-world models with similar proprieties, as the ones discussed in the sections 3 and 4, can be
obtained following the procedure explained in the present paper. For example, inflating branes can be con-
structed when the 5–D space has positive or zero cosmological constant, whenever the topology of the instanton
is R×S4. Moreover, using these instantons, we can get a class of brane-world models characterized by a common
dynamical behaviour for the extra-dimension and brane. On the other hand, brane-world models with static
flat brane or with a number of such parallel branes can be described considering an instanton with negative
cosmological constant and flat 4–D spatial topology (k = 0).
Additionally, our model can be generalized for an arbitrary number of dimensions. This can be performed by
considering the model (2.2) with topology R×Md. Here, the d-dimensional manifoldMd undergoes a topological
splitting into n Einstein spaces: Md =
∏n
i=1M
di
i , g
(d) =
∑n
i=1 g
(di)
(i) , Rµν [g
(di)
(i) ] = λig
(di)
(i)µν , d =
∑n
i=1 di, with
λi > 0. Now, using the conformal transformation g
(di)
(i) → (λi/λ)g(di)(i) , it can be easily shown [20] that the
constituent manifold Md is also the Einstein space: Rµν [g
(d)] = λg
(d)
µν and the scale factor a(τ ) satisfies Eq.
(2.8). Thus, the brane-world instantons, as well as the birth of the brane-worlds from them, can be constructed
for this (d+ 1)-dimensional model in complete analogy to the sections 3 and 4. For example, in the particular
caseMd = S4×∏ni=1 Sdi , the analytic continuation (4.2) with respect to the coordinate χ of 4–sphere S4 results
in the following Lorentzian metric:
ds2L = dr
2 +H2a2(r)(−dt2 + 1
H2
cosh2Ht dΩ2(3) +
r21
H2
dΩ2(d1) + . . .+
r2n
H2
dΩ2(dn)) , (6.1)
where ri , i = 1, . . . , n are the radii of di-spheres. We arrive at the brane-world model with inflating 4–D part
of the brane, plus frozen, compactified and unobservable (for ri <∼ 10−17cm) (d − 4) dimensions on it. This
scenario, with a brane of codimension one, is of interest because:
1. it demonstrates the very interesting possibility for the unification of new brane-world scenarios with the
standard Kaluza–Klein approach.
2. it gives a possibility for the localization of the gauge fields on the brane [21], [22].
Of course, some important aspects of this research need further investigations including the study of the
transition from inflationary branes into a matter-dominated brane universe, the physical consequences from the
above mentioned brane-world model with dynamical equivalence between extra dimension and branes, as well
as the meaning of the 5-dimensional space-times described by a metric with two timelike dimensions.
5It is clear, that to an observer on a i-th brane at r = ri, the physical metric is the induced metric on this brane: g
(4)
(ph)µν
= a2i (ri)g
(4)
µν .
It results in an appropriate rescaling of effective physical values of, for example, effective 4–D cosmological and gravitation constants
on the brane (see [19]). Obviously, physical Kaluza–Klein masses for this observer are similarly rescaled, M → m(ph) = M/ai(ri).
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Figure 1: Compact n-brane-world instanton (3.3) in the case n = 3. Each point in the figure represents
a 3–D sphere. Lines with fixed coordinates r = const ≡ r0 correspond to 4–D spheres with radii a(r0). The
branes are 4–D concentric spheres surrounding the 5–D bulk.
Figure 2: Birth of the one-brane-world (n = 1) from “nothing”. The creation takes place at the time t = 0
and the 5–D Lorentzian metric is described by Eq.(4.3). The brane after birth represents an inflating 3–D sphere
with initial radius H−1 that is de Sitter space-time with Hubble constant H .
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Figure 3: Multi-Volcano potential (5.5) for the compact 5–brane-world instanton when n = 5. Each of the
”volcanoes” has a local maximum V(br)i localized on the branes. Identical local minima Vth correspond to the
wormhole throat positions r(th)i.
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